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Abstract

DEVSLib is a free Modelica library, developed by the authors, that sup-

ports the Parallel DEVS formalism. The library is mainly designed to model

discrete-event systems. It also includes interfaces to communicate the DE-

VSLib models with the rest of the Modelica libraries. Thus, the library

can be used in the development of multi-domain and multi-formalism hybrid

models using the object-oriented methodology supported by Modelica. This

manuscript presents the hybrid system modeling capabilities included in DE-

VSLib. In particular, these functionalities are applied to the description of

hybrid control systems. A case study of a supermarket refrigeration system,

using the traditional control approach, is discussed. Three implementations

of the plant and its controllers have been developed and are described. The

system is simulated reproducing the day and night conditions, and the results

from the three implementations are compared. DEVSLib is freely available
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1. Introduction

Hybrid models, which define the interaction of continuous-time and dis-

crete-event dynamics, are used for describing hybrid control systems, such as

control systems where a continuous-time plant is controlled using discrete-

time or event-based controllers.

Different modeling paradigms are applied for developing hybrid mod-

els. Two widely used paradigms are block diagram modeling and object-

oriented modeling (i.e., physical modeling). The main advantage of the

object-oriented modeling, in comparison with the block diagram modeling,

is the acausal descriptions of models, which facilitates the modeling task and

the code reuse (Cellier, 1991; Åström et al., 1998). Modeling environments

supporting object-oriented modeling automatically perform the symbolic ma-

nipulations required to translate an acausal, object-oriented description of

the model into efficient executable code (Cellier and Kofman, 2006).

Object-oriented modeling languages facilitate describing the continuous-

time part of hybrid models using differential and algebraic equations (DAE).

In addition, these languages provide constructs to describe discontinuities in

the continuous-time behavior, equations with variable structure, and time

and state events. Among the object-oriented modeling languages, the Mod-

elica language (Elmqvist et al., 1998; Fritzson, 2003) may be considered the

state-of-the-art for hybrid system modeling (Elmqvist et al., 1993; Mattsson
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et al., 1999; Otter et al., 1999).

On the other hand, multiple formalisms have been proposed for repre-

senting discrete-event models. Finite Automata, Petri Nets, Grafcets and

StateCharts are some of the most common formalisms used in control ap-

plications (Hrúz and Zhou, 2007). Extensions to these formalisms, such as

Hybrid Automata (Lynch et al., 2003) and Hybrid Petri Nets (David and

Alla, 2001), have been developed for modeling hybrid systems.

DEVS (Discrete EVent system Specification) is a modular and hierar-

chical formalism for modeling discrete-event systems (Zeigler et al., 2000).

DEVS was proposed by Bernard P. Zeigler in 1976. Extensions to the DEVS

formalism include Parallel DEVS (Chow, 1996), DEV&DESS for combined

continuous-time and discrete-event systems (Zeigler et al., 2000), RT-DEVS

for real-time discrete-event systems (Hong et al., 1997), Cell-DEVS for cel-

lular automata (Wainer and Giambiasi, 2001), Fuzzy-DEVS (Kwon et al.,

1996), and Dynamic Structure DEVS (Barros, 1995).

Some control applications of the DEVS formalism are described in (Zei-

gler, 1989). A DEVS-based methodology to analyze and design discrete-event

controllers is proposed in Son and Kim (1994). Kofman (2003) presents the

Quantized State Control (QSC) method, used to map an existing continuous-

time controller into a discrete-event model within the DEVS formalism frame-

work, which can be implemented in a digital computer. Also, Campbell and

Wainer (2006) shows how to apply their M&S-Driven Engineering method-

ology, based on the use of the DEVS formalism, to develop components of

real-time embedded systems.

The application of discrete-event modeling formalisms to the construction
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of the discrete-event part of hybrid models facilitates the model development,

maintenance, and reuse. It also helps to ensure the correctness and validity

of the developed model.

Several Modelica libraries have been programmed in order to support

discrete-event modeling formalisms. StateCharts (Ferreira and de Oliveira,

1999), StateGraph (Otter et al., 2005), Petri Nets (Mosterman et al., 1998)

and Hybrid Automata (Pulecchi and Casella, 2008) are some of the supported

formalisms. A more extensive list of available (free and commercial) Modelica

libraries can be found at (Modelica Libraries, 2009).

DEVSLib is a free Modelica library that supports the Parallel DEVS for-

malism. The library includes interface models to transform DEVS events

into discrete-time signals, and discrete-time and continuous-time signals into

series of events. Thus, DEVSLib is compatible with other Modelica libraries,

facilitating the description of multi-formalism and multi-domain hybrid sys-

tems. The DEVSLib library has been developed by the authors of this

manuscript and is freely available on the web (www-euclides, 2009) as a

package of the DESLib Modelica library (Sanz et al., 2009c). The library

and the work discussed in this paper have been developed using the Dymola

simulation environment (Dynasim AB, 2006).

The P-DEVS formalism has been chosen due to its versatility for hierar-

chical and modular description of discrete models. Object-oriented modeling

languages have similar characteristics for describing continuous models. How-

ever, implementing the communication mechanisms of P-DEVS in Modelica

turned out to be quite a challenge (Sanz et al., 2010).

It should be noted that the P-DEVS formalism can also be used as a basis
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for implementing other discrete-event modeling approaches in Modelica, such

as the process-oriented modeling approach (Kelton et al., 2007; Sanz et al.,

2009c).

The objective of this manuscript is to present the functionalities provided

by the DEVSLib Modelica library in order to describe hybrid control systems.

The Parallel DEVS formalism and the Modelica language are combined to

describe the controller and the plant. This combined approach facilitates the

description of hybrid models, including the interactions between continuous

and discrete parts.

DEVSLib has been successfully used to describe hybrid control systems.

A hybrid model of a “Crane and Embedded Controller” system was described

in Sanz et al. (2009a). This system was proposed by ARGESIM as a com-

parison for different tools that support hybrid modeling. The crane system

was described as a continuous-time model using the Modelica language. The

controller was modeled in part using the DEVSLib library and in part using

the Modelica Standard Library (MSL). Both parts are interconnected us-

ing DEVSLib interface models. Another example of a hybrid opto-electrical

communication system modeled using DEVSLib is described in Sanz et al.

(2009b). DEVSLib has also been used to describe process-oriented models

(Kelton et al., 2007) in Modelica (Sanz et al., 2006, 2007). These and other

examples are distributed together with the library.

In this manuscript, a new case study is discussed to demonstrate the

hybrid modeling functionalities of DEVSLib. The case study consists on

a supermarket refrigeration system. This system was proposed in Larsen

et al. (2007) as a benchmark for control applications. An NMPC control
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approach for the system is discussed in Sarabia et al. (2009). The purpose

of this work is to describe the system and its traditional control approach as

a hybrid model using Modelica and DEVSLib following the object-oriented

methodology.

The document is organized as follows: A brief description of the Paral-

lel DEVS formalism and the Modelica language are included in Sections 2

and 3. The DEVSLib library is briefly described in Section 4, detailing its

functionalities and interfaces for hybrid system modeling. The functionali-

ties of DEVSLib applied to modeling of hybrid control systems are presented

in Section 5. The supermarket refrigeration system modeled using DEVS-

Lib and Modelica is discussed in Section 6. The manuscript ends with some

conclusions.

2. Parallel DEVS Formalism

The Parallel DEVS (P-DEVS) formalism is briefly introduced in this sec-

tion. Models in P-DEVS can be described behaviorally (named atomic) or

structurally (named coupled).

2.1. Atomic P-DEVS Models

According to the P-DEVS formalism, an atomic model is the smallest

component that can be used to describe the behavior of a system. An atomic

P-DEVS model is formally defined by a tuple of eight elements, as described

in (Chow, 1996):

M = (X, S, Y, δint, δext, δcon, λ, ta)

where:
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X is the set of input events.

S is the set of sequential states.

Y is the set of output events.

δint : S −→ S is the internal transition function.

δext : Q × Xb −→ S is the external transition function.

δcon : Q × Xb −→ S is the confluent transition function.

λ : S −→ Y b is the output function.

ta : S −→ ℜ+
0,∞ is the time advance function

Xb is a set of bags over elements in X, Q = {(s, e)|s ∈ S, 0 ≤ e ≤ ta(s)},

and e is the time elapsed since the last transition.

A detailed description of the behavior of an atomic P-DEVS model can

be found in (Chow, 1996) and (Zeigler et al., 2000). An informal description

of its behavior is presented here.

An atomic model remains in the state s ∈ S, for a duration ts = ta(s), if

no input events are received during this interval. After ts is elapsed, an inter-

nal event is triggered. The actions associated with the internal event are: 1)

an output can be generated using the output function and the state previous

to the event (output = λ(s)); and 2) an internal transition is performed, by

changing the state to snew1 = δint(s).

Multiple input events can be received simultaneously through one or sev-

eral ports:

– If any input event is received at time instant text where text < tlast + ts,

an external event is triggered. tlast indicates the time instant when the

last event occurred, and so the input events are received before the
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time instant for the next scheduled internal event. As a consequence of

the external event, the state is changed to snew2 = δext(s, e, bag) (i.e.,

an external transition is performed), where s is the current state, e is

the elapsed time since the last transition (text − tlast), and bag ⊆ X is

the set of received input events.

– If the external input event is received at time text with text = tlast + ts,

the conditions for the external and the internal events are simultane-

ously satisfied. This situation triggers a confluent event that substi-

tutes the external and internal events. The actions associated with the

confluent event are: 1) an output can be generated as output = λ(s)

(similarly to the management of internal events); and 2) a confluent

transition is performed by changing the state to snew3 = δcon(s, e, bag),

being s the current state, e the elapsed time, and bag ⊆ X the set of

received input events (similarly to the δext function).

A new internal event is scheduled after each internal, external, and con-

fluent event. This new internal event will occur at time instant tnew =

ta(snew) + time, where time is the current time, i.e., the time instant of

the current event, and ta(snew) is the duration until the next internal event

scheduled as a consequence of the current event. The duration ta(snew) is a

function of the new state snew (changed by the execution of the transition

function). Note that the time advance function can also return a zero or an in-

finite value. If ta(snew) = ∞, snew is called a passive state in which the model

will remain until an external input event is received. If 0 < ta(snew) < ∞,

snew is called an active state, and ta(snew) indicates the time interval before

the next internal event. If ta(snew) = 0, snew is called a transitory state,
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which generates an immediate internal event.

2.2. Coupled P-DEVS Models

The P-DEVS formalism supports the hierarchical and modular descrip-

tion of the model. Every model has an interface to communicate with other

models.

A coupled P-DEVS model is a model composed of several interconnected

atomic or coupled models that communicate externally using the input and

output ports of the coupled model interface. It is described by the following

tuple (Zeigler et al., 2000):

M = (X, Y, D, {Md|d ∈ D}, EIC, EOC, IC)

where:

X is the set of input events.

Y is the set of output events.

D is the set of the component names.

Md DEVS model, for each d ∈ D.

EIC External Input Coupling : connections

between the inputs of the coupled

model and its internal components.

EOC External Output Coupling : connections

between the internal components and

the outputs of the coupled model.

IC Internal Coupling : connections be-

tween the internal components.
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The connection of P-DEVS models implies the establishment of an in-

formation transmission mechanism between the connected models. P-DEVS

models follow a message passing communication mechanism. A model gen-

erates messages as outputs, using its output function, which are received by

other models as external inputs. Messages can be received simultaneously

through one or multiple ports. Connections between models can be in the

form of 1-to-1, 1-to-many and many-to-1. Each message can transport an

arbitrarily complex amount of information (e.g., from one single number to

a complex data structure, depending on the particular application). The re-

ceived messages represent the bag of input elements used as an argument for

the external and confluent transition functions.

3. The Modelica Language

Modelica is a free object-oriented modeling language mainly designed to

describe mathematical models of physical systems (Modelica Association,

2009). Modelica is developed and maintained by the Modelica Association,

which is an international association composed by multiple organizations

and individual members. The development of the language includes several

characteristics from previous languages like ALLAN (Jeandel et al., 1997),

Dymola (Elmqvist, 1978), NMF (Sahlin et al., 1996), ObjectMath (Fritzson

et al., 1995), Omola (Andersson, 1989), SIDOPS+ (Breuneuse and Broenink,

1997) and Smile (Kloas et al., 1995). Multiple free and commercial tools sup-

port the Modelica language such as CATIA (Dassault Systemes, 2009), Dy-

mola (Dynasim AB, 2006), LMS Imagine.Lab AMESim (LMS International,

2009), MapleSim (Maplesoft, 2009), MathModelica (MathCore Engineering
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AB, 2009), SimulationX (ITI GmbH, 2009), OpenModelica (Fritzson et al.,

2002) and Scicos (Campbell et al., 2006).

Modelica supports the equation-based, object-oriented modeling method-

ology (EOO), which facilitates the description of large and complex systems

(Cellier, 1996). Models can be described by means of equations and al-

gorithms (i.e., behavioral description), by interconnecting instantiations of

previously defined classes (i.e., structural description), or by combining both

methods.

Modelica provides advanced modeling functionalities, including multiple

class inheritance and definition of partial classes, constructs to impose infor-

mation encapsulation, user’s control over the selection of the state variables

(Otter and Olsson, 2002), advanced features for model initialization (Matts-

son et al., 2002), constructs to define arrays of components, connectors and

connections, support to the combined use of equations, algorithms and struc-

tural information, and constructs for algorithmic Modelica code encapsula-

tion and reuse, and for interfacing with external functions in C and Fortran

(Olsson, 2005). The replaceable and redeclare constructs allow modifying the

class of an object, even when already defined in a model. Models can also

include annotations, which provide additional information such as graphical

attributes, environment-dependent information, version and documentation.

Modelica supports event-based and non event-based treatment of logical

conditions (using the noEvent operator). It provides language constructs

to describe the trigger conditions of time and state events, and the actions

associated to the events (Mattsson et al., 1999). These actions include: (1)

updating the value of discrete-time variables and reinitialize continuous-time
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state variables, using when clauses; and (2) changing the mathematical de-

scription of equations and assignments, using the if statement.

A model in Modelica has to satisfy the single-assignment rule. This means

that the number of unknown variables and equations in the model has to be

equal, and that the number of equations in each branch of a conditional

equation must also be equal. Otherwise, the model is incorrect (singular).

Equations in Modelica follow the synchronous data flow principle, mean-

ing that at each time instant, the active equations express relations between

variables that have to be satisfied concurrently (Otter et al., 1999). The or-

der in which the equations are evaluated is automatically determined by data

flow analysis of the system of equations, leading to unique computations of

the unknown variables.

There are different specialized classes to facilitate the description of di-

verse models. They include the record, type, model, block, function, connec-

tor, package, operator, and operator function classes. These classes present

restrictions in the amount and type of components they may contain. A

detailed description can be found in (Modelica Association, 2009).

Models can be described in a hierarchical and modular fashion, intercon-

necting components similar to the topological structure of the real system.

Connections between EOO models are non-directional. Modelica provides

the connector class, to describe the model interface, and the connect sen-

tence, to describe the interactions (or connections) between models. These

model interactions are based on the energy-balance principle. Connector

variables are classified into across or through. The connected across vari-

ables are set equal, while the connected through variables are summed up
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and the sum is set equal to zero.

The features for developing and using model libraries strengthen the Mod-

elica modeling capabilities. Modelica libraries facilitate the application of

several modeling formalisms and the development of multi-domain models

(Modelica Libraries, 2009). The main Modelica library is the Modelica Stan-

dard Library (MSL) (Modelica, 2008), which is developed and supported by

the Modelica Association.

Modelica modeling environments implement hybrid-model simulation al-

gorithms (Elmqvist et al., 2001; Mattsson et al., 1999). Models are translated

by the modeling environment into a hybrid DAE form, in order to simulate

and analyze the system. The formal description of a hybrid DAE is (Modelica

Association, 2009):

c := fc(relation(v))

m := fm(v, c)

0 = fx(v, c)

with v := [ẋ, x, y, t, m, pre(m), p], where:

– p are the variables without time dependency (i.e., parameters or con-

stants).

– t is the independent variable (time).

– x(t) is the set of variables that appear differentiated.

– m(te) are the variables that are unknown and only change their values

at event instants te. pre(m) are the values of these variables immedi-

ately before the event.
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– y(t) is the set of algebraic variables.

– c(te) are the conditions of all if-expressions, included when-expressions

after conversion.

– relation(v) are the relations containing variables vi (e.g. v1 < v2).

This description defines a DAE that may include discontinuities, variable

structure and/or discrete-events. The simulation is performed as follows

(Modelica Association, 2009):

1. The DAE model is solved by a numerical integration method. In this

phase, the conditions of the if and when clauses as well as the dis-

crete variables are kept constant. Therefore, the model is a continuous

function of continuous variables, and the most basic requirement of

numerical integrators is satisfied.

2. During integration, all relations between model variables are monitored

(e.g., v1 < v2). If one of the relations changes its value, an event

is triggered, i.e., the exact time instant of the change is determined,

and the integration is halted. Relations that depend only on time are

usually treated in a special way, because this allows to determine the

time instant of the next event in advance.

3. At an event instant, the model is a mixed set of algebraic equations

that is solved for the Real, Boolean and Integer unknowns.

4. After an event is processed, if any of the relations between variables

has changed its value due to the treatment of the event, a new event

is triggered and processed. Otherwise, the integration is restarted (i.e.,

back to step 1).
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4. The DEVSLib Modelica Library

Figure 1: DEVSLib library architecture.

The general architecture of DEVSLib is shown in Fig. 1. Its components

are structured in two areas: the user’s area and the developer’s area. The

user’s area contains all the required components to describe new P-DEVS

models, including useful auxiliary models and the interfaces to combine DE-

VSLib models with other Modelica libraries. This area is composed of the

Users Guide, atomicDraft, coupledDraft, AuxModels and Examples packages

shown in Fig. 1. The developers area is contained in the SRC package (see

Fig. 1), and includes the internal implementation of the library components

as well as the development oriented documentation.
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The behavior of a general P-DEVS atomic model is implemented in an

abstract class called “AtomicDEVS”, included in the SRC package. This

class manages the detection of external, internal, and confluent events, and

the execution of the actions associated with each transition.

Using the discrete event management functionalities included in Modelica,

i.e., such as the when and if statements, the AtomicDEVS model defines the

conditions for detecting the occurrence of external, internal, and confluent

events. External events are detected due to the reception of an external

message, which increases the value of the “event” variable of the input port

that received the message. Internal events are detected when the simulation

time reaches the time for the next scheduled internal event (i.e., time >=

nextInternalEvent). Confluent events are detected when the conditions for

external and internal events are simultaneously met. Dymola automatically

detects the occurrence of these events during the simulation (Elmqvist et al.,

2001; Mattsson et al., 1999).

The simulation time is managed by Dymola, which executes the numerical

integrator and performs the simulation following the procedure described

in Section 3. The simulation is performed combining the continuous-time

integration, and the detection and execution of discrete events.

4.1. Atomic and Coupled Models with DEVSLib

Atomic models in DEVSLib (cf. model “atomicDraft” in Fig. 1) can

be described analogous to their formal specification (see Section 2). The

interfaces of the model are defined including the required input and output

ports. The state is represented as the Modelica record “st” and can be

initialized defining the “initst” function. The transition, output, and time
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advance functions can be defined be means of the “int,” “ext,” “con,” “out,”

and “ta” functions.

DEVSLib models can be aggregated and connected to compose coupled

models. Coupled model components can be either atomic or other coupled

models, thus the coupled models can be arranged hierarchically. The de-

scription of P-DEVS coupled models using DEVSLib follows their formal

specification (see Section 2). Using the object-oriented modeling capabilities

of Modelica, coupled models are constructed connecting previously developed

components and including the required input/output ports.

4.2. DEVSLib Model Communication

In P-DEVS, external events transport information between models. The

transmitted information is called “message”. Messages are created by the

output function and received as inputs for the external and confluent transi-

tion functions.

The model communication mechanism in Modelica is based on the def-

inition of ports, called “connectors,” and connections between ports, using

“connect-equations”. Variables defined in two connected connectors are ei-

ther set equal, or are summed up with the sum being set equal to zero.

The Modelica model communication and the P-DEVS message passing

mechanisms are conceptually different. The former relates values of variables,

while the latter transports information between models. Several approaches

were studied and developed in order to implement a suitable message passing

mechanism in Modelica (Sanz et al., 2008).

A direct implementation of a message passing mechanism in DEVSLib

using Modelica connectors was studied. However, connectors do not allow
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the simultaneous reception of messages, because their variables cannot be

assigned with several values at the same time. Also, Modelica does not allow

a variable number of objects in a model, so the message transmission cannot

be directly implemented.

Other approaches for developing the message passing mechanism in DE-

VSLib, based on an intermediate storage of the transmitted messages, were

studied and implemented. The first approach was to use a text file to store

the messages, so the sender writes the message to the file and notifies this to

the receiver, that subsequently reads it. This approach allows simultaneous

reception of messages, because several messages can be written to the file,

but its performance and versatility are poor. The other approach substitutes

the text files by dynamic memory space. This increases the performance

and the versatility of the mechanism, allowing to manage different types of

messages without redefining the message management operations.

The dynamic memory approach for message passing is the mechanism

implemented in DEVSLib. This approach is combined with the standard

Modelica connectors to provide a communication mechanism transparent to

the user. DEVSLib models are topologically connected using standard Mod-

elica connectors and connect-equations.

4.3. DEVSLib Interfaces to Other Modelica Libraries

DEVSLib includes models to translate the content of the DEVS mes-

sages into discrete-time signals, and discrete-time and continuous-time sig-

nals into DEVS messages. There are two mechanisms used in the continuous-

to-discrete translation: the cross-functions and the quantization. The former

translates the value of a continuous-time or discrete-time signal into a mes-
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sage every time the signal crosses a given threshold in one direction (upwards

or downwards). The models “crossUP” and “crossDOWN” implement this

behavior in DEVSLib. The quantization mechanism is implemented by the

“quantizer” model. This model generates a message every time the value of

the continuous-time or discrete-time signal changes by a predefined quantum,

similarly to the behavior of the Quantized State System (QSS) first-order in-

tegration method (Kofman, 2004).

On the other hand, the discrete-to-continuous translation is performed

generating a piecewise-constant signal whose value is the one of the last

message received. The model “DICO” (DIscrete-to-COntinuous) implements

this behavior in DEVSLib. DEVSLib also includes a “DIBO” (DIscrete-to-

BOolean) model that generates a boolean signal set to “false” if the value of

the arrived message is zero, and “true” in any other case.

These interface models are implemented to manage the standard DEVS-

Lib message type. However, the message type in DEVSLib can be redefined

by the user and the interface models adapted to the new message type.

Also, DEVSLib models can receive continuous-time or discrete-time in-

puts as parameters to their transition functions. These inputs facilitate the

description of discrete-event behavior in hybrid models, which can be influ-

enced by the values of continuous-time or discrete-time variables. In order

to maintain the modularity in the model construction, these inputs must be

connected using the model interfaces.
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5. Modeling of Hybrid Control Systems using DEVSLib

This section discusses the application of DEVSLib components and func-

tionalities to describe hybrid control systems. The description of sensors and

actuators and of discrete (time- or event-based) controllers is presented. The

description of the plant is considered to be performed using a continuous-time

model, and thus its description is not included in this section.

5.1. Sensors and Actuators

Sensors and actuators are required to communicate the continuous-time

model of the plant with the controllers. Since time-based sensors are already

available in the Modelica Standard Library, DEVSLib does not include them.

Event-based sensors can be modeled using the DEVSLib interfaces de-

scribed in Section 4.3. The crossUP and crossDOWN models can be used as

threshold detectors. The quantizer model can be used to observe the plant

output avoiding time discretization (i.e., sampling).

The responses of these three models when applied to a sinusoid signal

are shown in Fig. 2. The crossUP model detects the sinusoid signal crossing

the value 2 in upwards direction and generates a message with that value.

The crossDOWN model detects the sinusoid signal crossing the value 2 in

downwards direction and generates a message with that value. The quantizer

model generates a message every time the value of the signal changes by an

amount exceeding the defined quantum – i.e., at values 1 and 2, and then

again at 1 and 0, and so on. It should be noticed that the signal never

crosses the values 3 and -3, and therefore, messages are not generated at

those points.
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a) b)

c)

Figure 2: Sensors response using DEVSLib models: a) crossUP (value == 2); b) cross-

DOWN (value == 2); and c) quantizer (quantum == 1).

The output signal of an event-based controller is represented using mes-

sages. These messages have to be translated and communicated to the plant.

The DEVSLib discrete-to-continuous models (i.e., DICO and DIBO) can be

used to translate the generated control signal to a discrete-time or boolean

signal. Also, DEVSLib includes the “setValue” model, which generates a

message with a given value every time the model receives an external mes-

sage. This model can be used to communicate control actions, independently

of the value transmitted by the message.

For instance, consider the temperature control of a heating system. The
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heater is turned off when the room temperature reaches a certain value.

Using DEVSLib, this system can be implemented using a crossUP model to

detect the temperature thershold. The output of the crossUP is connected

to a setValue model, that sends a message with value 0. This message is

received by a DIBO model that sets its output to false, due to the 0 value of

the message, turning off the heating system. The description of this simple

system using DEVSLib is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Simple temperature control system described using DEVSLib.

5.2. Controllers

DEVSLib can be used to describe discrete-time and event-based con-

trollers. Depending on the complexity of the actions performed by the con-

troller, it can be implemented as a single atomic model or as a coupled model.

The transition functions of atomic models may contain the algorithms to

calculate the control signal. On the other hand, coupled models can be con-

structed by combining simpler actions (e.g., the temperature control shown

in Fig. 3).

Discrete-time controllers can be described using an atomic DEVSLib

model that only executes periodic internal transitions. Each internal transi-

tion represents a sample interval. The time advance function schedules a new

internal transition for the next sampling time. The inputs for the controller
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are represented by continuous-time inputs for the atomic DEVSLib model,

as described in Section 4.3.

Event-based controllers can be described using either atomic or coupled

DEVSLib models, depending on their complexity. Controller inputs are re-

ceived as messages through the input ports from the DEVSLib sensors, and

the control signals are also generated as messages sent through the output

ports.

6. Case Study: Supermarket Refrigeration System

The DEVSLib functionalities for describing hybrid control systems are

applied to the design of a supermarket refrigeration system. This system

was proposed in Larsen et al. (2007) as a benchmark for hybrid control ap-

plications.

A supermarket refrigeration system is composed of three main compo-

nents: the display cases, the suction manifold and the compressor rack. The

display cases contain the refrigerated goods offered to the customers. These

display cases contain an evaporator that is connected to a pressure line. The

objective is to control the temperature of the goods, which is approximated

by the temperature of the air inside the display. Some external disturbances

affect the temperature of the air in the display.

The refrigerant in each display case flows into the suction manifold. A

compressor rack provides refrigerant to the displays by compressing the re-

frigerant in the suction manifold. Each display has an inlet valve to control

the flow of refrigerant. Each compressor in the rack can be switched on and

off, depending on the pressure in the line. The traditional control approach
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for these kind of refrigeration systems includes two main controllers: the

air temperature control associated with the display cases, and the pressure

control integrated into the compressor rack.

This section includes a description of the plant and the traditional control

approach described in Larsen et al. (2007) and Sarabia et al. (2009). These

components have been modeled using plain Modelica code, the Modelica

Standard Library, and DEVSLib. A comparison of the simulation results

obtained by these three implementations is included.

6.1. Display Case

The dynamics of the display case are represented by four state variables:

the temperature of the goods, Tgoods, the temperature of the air, Tair, the

temperature of the evaporator wall, Twall, and the mass of liquefied refrigerant

in the evaporator, Mref . The inputs of the display are: the pressure in the

suction line, Psuc, the state of the inlet valve (open/close), valve, and the

disturbance, Qairload.

The following three equations describe the energy balance between the

goods, the air curtain, and the evaporator (Larsen et al., 2007).

dTgoods

dt
= −

Qgoods−air

Mgoods · Cpgoods

(1)

dTwall

dt
=

Qair−wall − Qe

Mwall · Cpwall

(2)

dTair

dt
=

Qgoods−air + Qairload − Qair−wall

Mair · Cpair

(3)

where Qairload is the external disturbance on the air curtain, and

Qgoods−air = UAgoods−air · (Tgoods − Tair) (4)
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Qair−wall = UAair−wall · (Tair − Twall) (5)

Qe = UAwall−ref(Mref) · (Twall − Te) (6)

UA is the overall heat transfer between media (defined with subscripts). M

denotates the mass, Cp the heat capacity of the media, and Te the evapora-

tion temperature (approximated by Eq. (7), in absence of pressure drop in

the suction line).

Te = −4.3544 · P 2
suc + 29.2240 · Psuc − 51.2005 (7)

The heat transfer coefficient between the evaporator wall and the refrig-

erant is a function of the mass of liquefied refrigerant (cf. Eq. (6)), which is

approximated by the following linear function:

UAwall−ref (Mref) = UAwall−ref,max

Mref

Mref,max

(8)

The accumulation of refrigerant in the evaporator is described by:

dMref

dt
=



















Mref,max−Mref

τfill
if valve = 1

Qe

△Hlg
if valve = 0, Mref > 0

0 if valve = 0, Mref = 0

(9)

where τfill is the filling time of the evaporator, △Hlg is the specific latent

heat of the remaining liquefied refrigerant in the evaporator, which is ap-

proximated by Eq. (10).

△Hlg = (0.0217 · P 2
suc − 0.1704 · Psuc + 2.2988) · 105 (10)

The mass of refrigerant leaving the evaporator into the suction manifold

is described by:

m =
Qe

△Hlg

(11)
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The temperature control for the display case is defined as an hysteresis

controller that opens and closes the inlet valves to regulate the temperature

of the air, Tair. The parameters for the controller are the upper and lower

thresholds for the temperature (T air and T air). The hysteresis is operated

at a sample time of 1 second. The state of the valves at the kth sample is

defined as:

valve(k) =



















1 if Tair > T air

0 if Tair < T air

valve(k − 1) if T air < Tair < T air

(12)

a) b)

Figure 4: a) Display case, including air controller; and b) detail of air controller modeled

using DEVSLib.

The model of the display case has been developed translating the equa-

tions described above into plain Modelica code. Interface ports have been

added to the model in order to allow its connection with the other elements

of the refrigeration system. The developed model is shown in Fig. 4.
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The air controller detailed in Fig. 4b includes a crossUP model to de-

tect the upper temperature for the air. When the air temperature reaches

the threshold, the crossUP generates a message that is translated into an-

other message with value 1 by the setValue model. This latter message is

translated by the DIBO model into a “true” value for the valveOpen port.

The crossDOWN model detects the lower limit for the air temperature and

actuates analogously to the crossUP model, but in this case, the setValue

generates a message with value 0, that closes the valve (i.e., sets the value of

the valveOpen port to “false”). The two “Cond” models included in the cen-

ter of the air controller check the initial conditions for the air temperature,

setting the correct value for the valve at the beginning of the simulation.

6.2. Suction Manifold

The pressure of the suction line, Psuc, is described by:

dPsuc

dt
=

min−suc + mref,const − Vcomp · ρsuc

Vsuc ·
dρsuc

dPsuc

(13)

where Vsuc is the total volume of the suction manifold, Vcomp is the volume

flow created by the compressors, min−suc is the sum of refrigerant mass from

the display cases into the suction manifold, mref,const is a constant mass flow

into the suction manifold from unmodeled entities, and ρsuc is the density in

the suction manifold (approximated by Eq. (14)).

ρsuc = 4.6073 · Psuc + 0.3798 (14)

The model of the suction manifold has been developed similarly to the

display case, translating Eq. (13) into plain Modelica code. The interface

of the model is composed of three inputs (m, Vcomp, and mref,const) and one

output (Psuc).
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6.3. Compressor Rack

The volume flow generated by each compressor is:

Vcomp,i = compi ·
1

100
· ηvol · Vsl i = 1, ..., q (15)

where q is the number of compressors in the rack, compi is the capacity of

the ith compressor (
∑q

i=1 compi = 100), ηvol is the volumetric efficiency, and

Vsl is the total displacement volume.

The pressure control for the compressor rack is defined as a PI controller

with a dead band (DB) around the reference pressure (cf. Eq. (16)). This

controller is typically operated at a sample time of 60 seconds.

uPI(t) = Kpe(t) +

∫

e(t)

ki

dt (16)

where

e(t) =







P ref
suc − Psuc if |e(t)| > DB

0 otherwise
(17)

For all compressors in the rack, the ncth compressor is switched on if

Eq. (18) is satisfied, and switched off in all other cases.

uPI ≥

nc−1
∑

i=1

compi +
compnc

2
(18)

The compressor rack has been modeled using three different approaches.

The dynamics of the compressors (Eq. (15)) have been modeled using plain

Modelica code and are common for the three approaches:

– The first approach also uses plain Modelica code to describe the PI

control.
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a)

b)

Figure 5: Pressure control modeled using: a) DEVSLib and the MSL; and b) an atomic

DEVSLib model.
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Figure 6: Actions performed by the atomic DEVSLib PI controller (note that no output

is generated with phase == 1).

– The second approach uses elements from DEVSLib and the Modelica

Standard Library to describe the PI control and the activation of the

compressors (detailed in Fig. 5a). The sampled control signal gener-

ated by the PI controller is evaluated by “crossUP” and “crossDOWN”

models in order to decide, which compressors have to be activated at

each sample time.

– The third approach includes an atomic DEVSLib model that represents

the PI control, and DIBO models to translate the generated control

signal to the compressor models (detailed in Fig. 5b). In this case, the

state of the PI controller is calculated at each sample time instead of

calculating it continuously and only sampling its output. The actions

performed by this atomic DEVSLib PI controller are shown in Fig. 6.

The controller executes its first sampling at time 0s. At each sample

time, it performs the following actions:

1. It executes the output function with phase == 1, and no output
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is generated (not shown in Fig. 6).

2. It updates the state of the PI controller and decides the next state

for the compressors.

3. It executes again the output function with phase == 2, and sends

the new states to the compressors.

4. It executes again the internal transition function to schedule the

next sample (sigma = sampleTime).

6.4. Experiment Setup and Simulation Results

The experiment performed with the whole refrigeration system is com-

posed of two display cases, one suction manifold, and a compressor rack that

includes two compressors. The developed model is shown in Fig. 7.

The system is evaluated during a day/night operation. During the day,

the external disturbance in each display case is set to 3000J · s−1. During

the night, each display case is covered with “night-covers” that reduce the

external disturbance to 1800J ·s−1 and the constant mass flow in the suction

manifold from 0.2 to 0.0kg · s−1.

The upper and lower temperature thresholds for the air in the display

cases are set to 5◦C and 2◦C, respectively. The reference pressure for the

compressor rack is set to 1.4bar during the day, and 1.6bar during the night.

Both compressors have the same capacity (comp1 = comp2 = 50%).The rest

of the parameters and initial conditions for the system are shown in Tables 1

and 2.

The system is simulated during 14.400s, defining the switching between

day and night at time 7.200s. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 8, includ-

ing the evolution of the air temperature values. The results obtained for the
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Table 1: Parameters for the supermarket refrigeration system.

Display Cases

Mgoods 200 kg

Cpgoods 1000 J · kg−1 · K−1

UAgoods−air 300 J · s−1 · K−1

Mwall 260 kg

Cpwall 385 J · kg−1 · K−1

UAair−wall 500 J · s−1 · K−1

Mair 50 kg

Cpair 1000 J · kg−1 · K−1

UAwall−ref,max 4000 J · s−1 · K−1

Mref,max 1 kg

τfill 40 s

Suction Manifold

Vsuc 5 m3

Compressor Rack

Vsl 0.08 m3 · s−1

ηvol 0.81 −
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Figure 7: Supermarket refrigeration system modeled using DEVSLib.

models including the first and second pressure control approaches are iden-

tical (cf. Fig. 8a). The results obtained from the third approach (with the

atomic DEVSLib pressure controller) are slightly different from the previous

ones (cf. Fig. 8b). These differences are easily explained, because in the first

and second approaches, the PI control operates in continuous-time and only
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a)

b)

Figure 8: Evolution of air temperature values in both displays using: a) first and second

control approaches; b) atomic DEVSLib control approach.

Table 2: Initial conditions for state variables.

Disp. Case 1 Disp. Case 2

Twall 0◦C 0◦C

Tair 5.1◦C 0◦C

Tgoods 2◦C 2◦C

Mref 0◦C 0◦C

its output is sampled, whereas in the atomic DEVSLib PI controller, all the

calculations are performed at the same time and remain constant between

samples. The results obtained with the third approach are similar to the

results obtained by Sarabia et al. (2009), with a model of the supermarket
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refrigeration system constructed using EcosimPro.

7. Conclusions

DEVSLib is a free Modelica library, developed by the authors of this

manuscript, that supports the Parallel DEVS (P-DEVS) formalism. The

DEVSLib functionalities and their application to the modeling of hybrid

control systems have been discussed.

The descriptions of atomic and coupled P-DEVS models using DEVS-

Lib are very close to their formal specifications. The model construction

is facilitated by the object-oriented modeling capabilities provided by the

Modelica language. DEVSLib includes interface models to combine P-DEVS

models with the remainder of the Modelica libraries, which facilitates the

development of multi-domain and multi-formalism hybrid models.

DEVSLib has been successfully applied to the description of a supermar-

ket refrigeration system. An event-based controller for the air temperature

of the display cases has been developed using DEVSLib. Also, two differ-

ent controllers for the refrigerant pressure line have been developed. The

first approach combines components from the Modelica Standard Library

and DEVSLib. The second approach describes the pressure controller as an

atomic DEVSLib model. The simulation results of the system using the first

control approach are equivalent to the same controller developed using plain

Modelica. The results from the second approach are slightly different due to

the discrete-event nature of the whole controller.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: DEVSLib library architecture.

Figure 2: Sensors response using DEVSLib models: a) crossUP (value

== 2); b) crossDOWN (value == 2); and c) quantizer (quantum == 1).

Figure 3: Simple temperature control system described using DEVSLib.

Figure 4: a) Display case, including air controller; and b) detail of air

controller modeled using DEVSLib.

Figure 5: Pressure control modeled using: a) DEVSLib and the MSL;

and b) an atomic DEVSLib model.

Figure 6: Actions performed by the atomic DEVSLib PI controller (note

that no output is generated with phase == 1).

Figure 7: Supermarket refrigeration system modeled using DEVSLib.

Figure 8: Evolution of air temperature values in both displays using: a)

first and second control approaches; b) atomic DEVSLib control approach.
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